Introduction

This document contains safety and installation information for the Seametrics Strain Relief Accessory

**WARNING:**

RISK OF PROPERTY DAMAGE, PERSONAL INJURY, OR DEATH
READ AND FOLLOW THESE INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY

Safety Warnings

- Only install by a qualified individual.
- Follow all applicable local and national safety codes.
- Do not use for any application other than supporting Seametrics sensor cables.
- Do not use a damaged strain relief.
- Do not alter in any way.
- Do not attach to external hardware except via the formed eye loop.
- Apply tie wraps as shown in Figure 4. This prevents accidental release if bumped or pushed from below.

Installation

1. Slide mesh over cable with loop end towards the top of the cable.
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2. Starting at the loop end and using a corkscrew motion, slide the rod through the mesh.

3. Continue threading until the rod is completely through the mesh.

4. Stretch mesh to remove all slack.

5. Apply tie wraps about one-half inch from the tail end. This prevents accidental release if bumped or pushed from below.

6. Attach loop to anchor hardware.